Abstract-According to the fact that parameter selection of support vector machine(SVM) for fault diagnosis is difficult, a new method based on bacterial foraging algorithm(BAF) for support vector machine parameter optimization was proposed , then the faster optimization of the parameters C and RBF kernel parameter γ was performed. The crack rotor as the experiment object, firstly, AE signal of rotors with different crack depth was collected, according to the wavelet packet better time-frequency analysis ability, and then time-domain AE signal 4 layers wavelet packet decomposition was implemented by wavelet db10, the nodes (4, 2) and (4, 6) was reconstructed to time signal, the feature vector was constructed by spectral entropy and peak frequency, finally, using the optimized support vector machines to pattern recognition. The experiment showed, bacterial foraging algorithm had best effect in comparison to other optimization algorithm to the rotor crack fault diagnosis and was suitable for support vector machine parameters optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rotor is an important part of rotating machine; rotor crack fault is a common fault for fan, turbine, generator, gas engine, compressor and other large rotating machinery. To carry out rotor crack diagnosis (especially early crack fault) is important for enterprise to void accidents occurrences and huge economic losses.
Data acquisition, feature extraction, fault recognition and fault predict are the four elements [1, 2] for rotating machinery fault diagnosis. signal acquisition is the key to diagnosis. In the field of fault diagnosis, traditional methods is vibration, by collecting vibration signal of parts which are running for diagnosis, however, vibration method is easily interfered with environmental factors, when the rotor occurs crack, it is difficult to obtain early crack fault features accurately and efficiently .Acoustic emission (AE) signals have many advantages, for example, the fault frequency is more obvious, failure forecasts earlier, detection device is simpler, and noise immunity is stronger. Acoustic emission used in the rotor crack early failure feature extraction can effectively improve the accuracy of diagnosis [3] .
Nowadays, fault identification methods for machinery equipment mainly include statistical pattern recognition and artificial neural network [4] .The former is a commonly method for fault recognition based on traditional statistics. It is reasonable in the premise of a sufficient number of samples. When the training sample is small, it is not appropriate for classification. Artificial neural network does not need the discriminant functions, and can form the decision-making area automatically through self learning mechanism. However, the neural network has the fatal weakness of lacking uniform mathematical theory frame. It is a nonlinear model based on the experience, thus its model structure and parameters are often changed with initial value and man-made factors. Like statistical pattern recognition, neural network faces same problem that the sample should be enough. In practice, it is difficult to obtain enough samples in fault diagnosis. Support vector machine (SVM) is a new machine learning method for small sample situation [5] ; it improves the traditional classification's defects with a strong theoretical basis, and can solve the small sample, nonlinear, high dimension, local minimum points [6] .
Parameter optimization is the key to perform SVM. At present, the widely used methods of parameter optimization for SVM are network search method, K-order cross-validation method, Leave-one-out method, etc. These algorithms have the disadvantage of huge amount of computation, and the calculated parameters are not always the best. In recent years, a series of intelligent bionic algorithms are proposed based on the biological behavior study in the natural, such as genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization, (PSO), ant colony optimization (ACO). In 2002, Kevin M. Passino has proposed a new bionic optimization method based on phagocytosis behavior study of Escherichia coli :bacterial foraging algorithm(BFA) [7, 8] .This intelligent algorithm is becoming a hot topic because of its advantages of swarm intelligence, parallel search, easy to jump out of local minima, rapid convergence velocity. D. H. Kim, C. H. Cho have applied it to Neural Network Fuzzy Learn-ing [9] , C.Ying, S.Zibo, M.Hua, W.Qinghua have applied it to image compression combining with BP network [10] ，W. Xuesong, C. Yuhu, H. Minglin have applied it to predictive control and obtained good result [11] , S. Mishra proposed a hybrid least square-fuzzy bacterial foraging strategy for harmonic estimation [12] . In this paper, an effective method is proposed by applying BFA to determine SVM parameters, and carry on fault feature recognition of the rotor crack, which can improve the accuracy of fault diagnosis effectively.
II. AE MECHANISM OF ROTOR CRACK
It is reported that 80 percent of rotor failure is due to the rotor crack [13] . The rotor fatigue strength become weak when working under cyclic load for a long time, the rotor crack appears and is propagated until finally failure. In this process, the molecular lattice of the rotor stress concentration place occur plastic deformation, the dislocated slipping, the dislocated avalanche unceasingly. The energy is released in the elastic stress wave's form, and then the periodic acoustic emission signal is generated. Different sound source mechanism is corresponding to different acoustic emission wave, and the acoustic emission wave is corresponding to different acoustic emission signal. Acoustic emission signal can be seen as a crack indicator. There is no crack propagation, there is no energy redistribution, and there is no acoustic emission.
According to linear-elastic fracture mechanics, the stress at the tip of elastic crack is controlled by single parameter stress intensity factor K . Parameter K is effected by the shape, size, injury site, and mode of loading of rotor components. The crack generally splits at the tip of crack, the Acoustic Emission characteristics is closely related to the stress intensity factor K . The Acoustic Emission characteristics K can be determined by a variety of analytical and numerical methods. The given geometry size or loading can be guaranteed accurately the stress intensity factor K . The basic principle of fracture problem investigation with stress intensity factor method is that the fracture event is occurring when the character of the stress intensity factor K reaches to critical value c K [14, 15] .
The formula of the stress intensity factor is generally written as follows
where, σ is the characteristic stress, P is the characteristic load, ais the characteristic crack length, W is the characteristic size, ( )
is the calibration function which is used to determine the stress intensity factor K .
As to the compact tensile samples ( ) 
The relation between the Acoustic Emission waveforms peak amplitude and stress factor K can be yielded as follows:
Where, W is the sample width, B is the sample thickness, L is the sample clamping distance,
is the sweep area of the crack, a ∆ is the crack elongation, m is the proportional constant. Equation (3) shows that Acoustic Emission waveforms peak amplitude and the stress intensity factor is proportional to the sweep area of crack propagation.
III. PRINCIPLES OF BACTERIAL FORAGING ALGORITHM
In the bacterial foraging algorithm, the optimization problem corresponds to the status of bacterium in the search space, i.e. the optimum value of fitness function. The original bacterial foraging optimization system consists of three principal mechanisms, namely, chemotaxis, reproduction, and elimination-dispersal [16] .
Chemotaxis. In this mechanism, it simulates the movements of a bacterium, including "tumble" and "swim", as shown in Fig.1 . Bacterium moves in any direction step by step is defined as tumble .After a Bacterium completes one tumble, if the fitness become better, it will continue to move a number of steps along the same direction. If the fitness does not become better, or complete max step number, it is finished. This process is named swim. Sup-
represents the bacterium's position at jth chemotactic, kth reproductive, and lth elimination dispersal step, the next position is defined as follows
Where, ) ( j C is the step length vector of the ith bacterium, ) ( j V is the direction vector of the jth chemotactic where is randomly generated. Reproduction. In this mechanism, it simulates the selection process of bacterium survival for the fittest individuals. When a bacterium's life will be over, it reaches a critical chemotactic step number, and the bacterium will reproduction. The reproduction follows the principle "survival of the fittest". Using the cumulative fitness of bacterium in chemotaxis as the standard, the lower half of the bacterium die, the higher half of the bacterium split into two sub bacterium. The sub-bacterium inherits the parent bacterium's biological properties, such as the position, the step length and the fitness. In this process, the population size is maintained. Supposed the population of bacterium is N , ) , ,
is the fitness of the ith bacterium, sorted by descending, then the front 2 N bacterium is replaced the behind 2 N bacterium. Elimination-dispersal. The chemotaxis provides a basis for local search, and the reproduction process speeds up the convergence simulated by the classical BFA. When a bacterium reproduction several times, it will be dispelled by certain probability to any position in search space. If a bacterium is chosen, it will be killed, and then a new bacterium is generated adding to the group.
The process of bacteria foraging algorithm for solving the optimization problem includes: (1) Encode the solutions for the problem; (2) Design evaluation function; (3) Generate initial solution population; (4) Optimize parameters by using the interaction between groups.
Supposed reN , cN , and edN denote maximum reproduction, maximum chemotaxis, and maximum elimination-dispersal respectively. Bacterial foraging algorithm contains following steps:
Step1：Initialize groups by using the evaluation function to assess the merits of the various individuals. Initialization 0 , 0 .
Step 2: Elimination-dispersal loop, 
IV. PRINCIPLES OF SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Supposed two category of fault model, the collected samples are defined
Classification is to obtain an optimal separating hyperplane, the optimal hyperplane separating can be written as follows
To make sure the maximum interval between two kinds of samples w 2 , as shown in Fig.2 .
Therefore, the constraint optimization model is established as follows The above is about the linear classification of samples. For the nonlinear classification, the nonlinear transform , :
should be introduced, and the features become separable in the high-dimensional Hilbert space. By using the kernel function ) , (
, the actual nonlinear transform is not needed, and the inner product in the original feature space can also be obtained. Therefore, (7), (9), (10) 
V. SVM PARAMETER SELECTION BASED ON BFA
The performance of SVM is not only related to the type of kernel function, but also related to penalty factor and kernel parameters. The kernel function and parameters both determine the mapping of the original space to high dimensional space. The value of penalty factor can adjust the error and complexity. Taken the RBF kernel function as an example, the steps to select the penalty factor C and kernel parameter γ based on bacteria foraging algorithm are as follow.
Step1. Read sample data S from file, then divide it into two equals groups 1 S , 2 S . Supposed the size of bacterium as N, and randomly generated N groups set of { C , γ } to initial location of the position of bacterium
Step2. Design fitness evaluation func-
. According to the value of C and γ , train the SVM model with group 1 S , then consider opposite value of the testing accuracy with group 2 S as the fitness.
Step3. Execute the loop of chemotaxis, reproduction and elimination-dispersal.
Step4.Encode, define the position of bacterium with best fitness as the optimal * C or * γ .
VI. EXPERIMENT

A. AE signal acquisition.
In order to simulate crack propagation, four rotors are prefabricated with same material and crack size for the experiment, as shown in Fig.3 . The size is 16mm×53mm, the material is 1Cr18Ni9Ti. One of them is normal rotor, the others are crack rotor, crack width is 0.12mm, and crack depth is 3mm, 5mm, 8mm respectively. The crack is located at the center of the shaft near the disk, and embedded in a 0.10mm thick sheet metal in the crack to simulate the crack opening and closing. In order to prevent the thin metal sheet falling off from rotor during the experiment, it is glued by 502.
The experiment is conducted on United States Spectra Quest's comprehensive fault simulation test rig; Fig.4 is the experimental configuration diagram. Fig.5 is the detection system diagram of acoustic emission. The rotor speed is 1800 R.P.M., the sampling frequency is 500 kHz. Several groups of acoustic emission signal about normal rotor, 3mm crack rotor, 5mm crack rotor and 8mm crack rotor, are collected.
B. AE feature extraction.
AE signal is the non-stationary signal composed of high frequency sudden pulse and random noise. In most cases, because the noise is stronger than the acoustic emission signal, it is difficult to obtain effective fault feature by extracting feature with the primitive time-domain signal. Wavelet packet method can decompose signal into many different frequency band by any time-frequency resolution (meet the Heisenberg uncertainty principle). With strong ability of time-frequency localization and precise segmentation characteristics, it can be very satisfied the requirements of acoustic emission signal feature extraction.
Acoustic emission features are extracted as follows
is an acoustic emission signal with length n, 4 level wavelet packet decomposition is performed by using db10 wavelet. The th 4
level has 16 components with frequency band 15.625 KHz. Then, wavelet packet decomposition coefficient of node (4, 2), (4, 6), is reconstructed. Fig.6 shows the AE time-domain signal; Fig.7 shows the reconstruction AE signal's power spectrum. From Fig.7 , it is obvious that there are some centralized high frequency spectrum lines between 50 kHz and 100 kHz. This phenomenon explains that crack propagation happen and release high-frequency elastic wave. .Power spectrum of AE signal after the wavelet packet decomposition and reconstruction (2) . To extract feature from the reconstructed signal power spectrum, feature vector is constructed with spectral entropy and peak frequency max f .The steps of calculating spectral entropy are as follows. Supposed ] , , , [
is the power spectrum of reconstruction signal [17] . The probability distribution of each frequency component is defined as follows:
Then, the spectral entropy E is calculated
Finally, the feature vector is obtained as follows
In experiment, the AE signal of each type of crack rotor is collected 150 groups, total of 600 groups. Table. 1 lists some AE feature vectors.
C. Analysis.
Because the rotor has a variety of fault types, multi-class SVM is used to identify multiple faults. Nowadays, support vector machine classification algorithm includes one-against-one (1-vs-1), one-against-rest (1-vs-r), directed acyclic graph (DAG-SVM), and binary tree support vector machine (BT-SVM). For n patterns, 1-vs-1 needs construct n (n-1)/2 double-class SVM model, decision is made by ballot. 1-vs-r needs construct n-1 double-class SVM model, subgroup is used to reduce the decision set, but it is not ideal when the number of each groups are unbalance. DAG-SVM can avoid the problem of unbalance, but it repeats calculating between different faults. BT-SVM considers the advantages and disadvantages of the previous three algorithms [18, 19] . In this paper, BT-SVM is used, and the kernel function is RBF function. RBF has a parameter γ and the penalty factor c, optimized by bacterial foraging algorithm. Each fault samples will be randomly divided into two groups, each groups is 75. One group is used as training samples; other group is used as test samples. Fig.8 shows several statuses during the optimization process. To comparison, the GA, PSO, Grid-search three algorithms are also applied for optimization. Table.2 shows the results of the various parameters , ,γ C the number of support vector nsv and faults diagnosis.
Seen from Table 2 , the support vector machine based bacterial foraging algorithm can obtain better diagnosis accuracy up to 0.99, nsv is102, compared with other methods, bacterial foraging algorithm can obtain less support vector, this means to reduce the complexity of the model.
D. Conclusion
Bacterial foraging algorithm is a new optimization algorithm, and has good global search capability. This paper combine support vector machine optimization with bacterial foraging algorithm to rotor crack faults diagnosis. AE signal of rotors is collected with different crack depth, the time-domain AE signal wavelet packet decomposition is performed, and feature vector with spectral entropy and peak frequency is constructed. Some conclusions are obtained as follows.
(1). Compared with the traditional vibration method, acoustic emission method is superior in early rotor crack fault diagnosis. It can detect different depth of crack fault feature.
(2). Acoustic emission signal has complex time frequency properties, it can be decomposed by means of the wavelet packet decomposition, the peak frequency and spectral entropy can be extracted as feature vector to characterize the faults characteristics of different depth of crack. This research also provides a reference method for acoustic emission signal feature extraction.
(3). The proposed method can overcome the inefficiency for selecting reasonable parameters according to the experience in the traditional fault diagnosis. Compared with other methods, the bacterial foraging algorithm is simpler and easier to realize.
